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Since 1999 1% of Lottery revenue—over $99 million dollars - has been dedicated to funding problem gambling prevention and
treatment services. This places Oregon 2nd in the nation in per capita spending on problem gambling*. In addition to this legislatively
mandated funding, the Oregon Lottery® invests over $3 million annually to implement a comprehensive responsible gambling program
guided by our Responsible Gambling Code of Practice. This report details significant impacts resulting from this investment for fiscal
year 2018.

Our Goals
While there are dozens of anticipated outputs and outcomes associated with the implementation of the Responsible Gambling Code of
Practice, our overarching goals are really very simple. The Lottery will devote energy, funding and resources where they will have the
most positive impact on the promotion of responsible gambling practices and awareness of problem gambling resources. Our efforts
are devoted to:
•

Providing information and tools to help players make informed choices and enjoy Lottery games in a responsible way.

•

Creating awareness of the help and resources for those affected by problem gambling. We aim to ensure that people affected by
gambling issues know how to access help and that they understand treatment is free, confidential, and it works.

What We Measure
The Oregon Lottery is accountable for ensuring and communicating progress on relevant practices contained in the Code of
Practice. Using a combination of internal monitoring and independent assessments, we report on both annual measures and key
accomplishments specific to a given year. Our annual measurements look at year-over-year trends, when possible, while our
key accomplishments measure a discrete set of non-repeatable activities.

Responsible Gaming Code box: The Responsible Gaming Code of Practice commits the Lottery to implement a
comprehensive program focused on research, stakeholder, retailer and employee engagement, player education
and advertising and promotion.
View the code here
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$99 Million+

1715

7

Dedicated to funding
problem gambling
treatment and prevention
since 1999

Grocery and convenience
Lottery retailers staff
completing RG training

RG Tips on the New
Oregon Lottery App
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$3.8 Million

2,620,819

126

Times the average Oregonian
will see a treatment referral ad
during a 26-week period

Invested in player education
and treatment referral
advertising and promotion
in FY18

Page views driven to the
Oregon Problem Gambling
Resource website

Player facing Lottery staff
completing advanced
RG training
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Annual Measures
Awareness of Free Treatment
The Lottery runs an integrated, ongoing marketing campaign promoting the availability of free, confidential, professional help that
works. This includes multi-cultural broadcast and digital advertising, search engine marketing, website content, collateral, billboards
and other out-of-home marketing.

Awareness of the Availability of Problem Gambling Treatment
Current Players

n = 804
Source: #1

Non-Players

91%

77%

80%

54%

2018

2017

2018

2017

Meet Kitty, she is recovering from a gambling disorder
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Annual Measures
Responsible Gambling Ad Recall
The Lottery promotes responsible gambling practices in both
marketing dedicated campaigns and in conjunction with Lottery
product marketing. This includes broadcast and digital advertising,
collateral and web content.

See a Responsible Gambling advertisement here

Awareness of Ads on Gaming Responsibly
Current Players

n = 804
Source: #1

Non-Players
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35%
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2017
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Annual Measures

Responsible Gaming Message Recall
2018

2017

48% 38%

45% 38%

20% 20%

Set a limit on money spent
gambling/track money
spent gambling

Set a limit on time spent
gambling/track time
spent gambling

Gamble for entertainment,
not for investment purposes

6%

NA

Understanding the odds

5%

NA

Understanding how
the games work

n = 804 Source: #1
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Annual Measures
Page Views OPGR.org
The Lottery implements a ongoing digital and search marketing campaign designed to drive people to the Oregon Problem Gambling
Resource website (opgr.org) for information on help and resources available for people affected by gambling.
Directing People to Information on OPGR.org
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OPGR.org
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Annual Measures
Contacting the Helpline
The Lottery promotes the Helpline number, 1.877.MyLimit in all responsible and problem gambling advertising and collateral.
Additionally 1.877.MyLimit is featured on Lottery games and equipment including stickers on Video LotterySM terminals and printed
information on ticket stock and “how to play” brochures.

FY18

FY17

Calls

Chats

Texts

Calls

Chats

Texts

2841

314

142

2312

361

138

Source: #3 & #5

Find out what happens when you call the helpline.
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Key Accomplishments
Retailer Training
In FY18 Lottery launched a new mobile friendly RG training designed specifically for the staff of the 1723 grocery and convenience store
Lottery retailers. This 10-minute training was available in both English and Spanish. Print versions of the training were developed in Korean,
Russian and Chinese.

Retailer Training Impacts

2,531
3,825
1.7

Total Number of Retailer
Staff That Completed Training
Total Number of Video Lottery
Retail Staff trained in 2017

92%
85%

Staff feel more confident about discussing
responsible and problem
gambling than they did
before the training.

Total Number of Staff Trained Per Retailer

Source: #4

93%
Retailers feel it is
important that their
employees know how
to handle problem
gambling issues.

n = 112 Source: #2

Staff know what to do
if a customer asks for
help about a gambling
problem.

Training
Effectiveness:
Grocery &
Convenience
Retailer Training
Survey Data

96%

84%

Staff feel they have
enough information
about how Lottery
games work to dispel
the most common
gambling myths.

95%
Staff know where to
find information on
problem gambling.

Staff understand their
role in promoting
responsible gambling.

See the Retailer Training here.
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Key Accomplishments
Advanced Training for Lottery Staff
All Lottery employees receive annual Responsible Gaming Training. In FY18 Lottery identified several retailer and player facing staff
to receive advanced training—these groups included the sales, technical service, customer service and promotions teams. These
employees received a facilitated 2 hour in-person training to equip them with the tools and self-care strategies to address situations
they routinely face when interacting with the public.

Testimonials
“Realizing that I am NOT a counselor and
although I cannot "fix" the problem, I
can refer them to resources.”

52%
Staff felt the most valuable
take-a-way from training—
they can positively impact
others’.

“I am a front line employee so
I interact with players daily. It helps to
understand boundaries and expectations.”
“I felt it was valuable and real. Loved it!”
“Training helped identify that there is
a spectrum of gamblers, and problem
gamblers. There is no one size fits
all approach.”

126

Employees
Trained

86%
Staff were satisfied
with the advanced
training.

Employee
Engagement

72%

25%

Staff plan to use
what they learned to
enhance their player
relationships.

Staff shared they felt
empowered and aware of
the impact and challenges
of RG conversations.

6

2 hour
sessions held

n = 46 Source: #7
n = 46 Source: #7
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Key Accomplishments
Oregon Lottery Mobile App
In 2018 Lottery launched a new mobile app. The app enabled players to check for winning tickets, get notifications and information about
Lottery games and access a suite of Responsible Gaming tools including RG tips, budgeting and timer tools, a cost to play calculator, and
earn badges by taking a RG quiz.

Use the QR Code to download the Oregon Lottery Mobile App
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Key Accomplishments

World Lottery Association (WLA)
Level 4 Responsible Gaming Certification
In 2018, the Oregon Lottery became the fourth North American lottery
to achieve Level Four certification in Responsible Gaming—the highest
globally recognized certification program. This prestigious recognition
demonstrated that responsible gaming principles are part of daily
operations and a priority for the Oregon Lottery.
The Lottery’s Responsible Gaming programs are measured by the
highest standards on responsible gaming developed by the World
Lottery Association (WLA). The WLA’s Responsible Gaming Principles
and Certification Framework outlines lotteries’ level of commitment to
corporate social responsibility.
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Partnerships

World Lottery Association (WLA)
The Oregon Lottery is an associate member of the World Lottery Association [WLA]. WLA’s values
are based on a commitment to the highest standards of corporate responsibility and are based on
WLA Responsible Gaming Principles an Framework. WLA is committed to sharing knowledge and
experience among its members and improving its business in the interest of their stakeholders.

OCPG
The Oregon Council on Problem Gambling is the state affiliate to the National Council on Problem
Gambling. The OCPG’s purpose is to promote the health of Oregonians by supporting efforts to
minimize gambling related harm. Board members include Stacy Shaw, Oregon Lottery Director
Corporate Social Responsibility, along with other Stakeholders from the gaming industry, treatment
and prevention field, the recovery community and state and county administrators.

NCPG
In 2018, The NCPG elected Stacy Shaw, Oregon Lottery Director of Corporate Social Responsibility,
to its Board of Directors. Board members provide a variety of experiences across multiple
industries to strengthen NCPG’s leadership as the organization continues to grow and evolve. Stacy
currently provides leadership and strategic direction for the Lottery’s responsible gambling and
problem gambling programs.
The Oregon Lottery received an award for their Responsible Gambling Holiday Television media
campaign in 2017. This award is given for the best material prepared by a lottery in support of
the Holiday campaign “Don’t give gifts to Kids” theme. The Lottery was again honored with the
nomination in 2018.
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Partnerships

NASPL
Oregon Lottery is an Associate Member of the North American Association of State and
Provincial Lotteries (NASPL). Currently, Barry Pack, Oregon Lottery Director, is serving as the
Chair on the NASPL Responsible Gambling Sub committee.
The association’s mission is to assemble and disseminate information and benefits of state
and provincial lottery organizations through education and communications and, where
appropriate, publicly advocate the positions of the association on matters of general policy.
Associate Membership is the premier medium for a lottery vendor/supplier to have its voice
heard in the lottery industry.

NCRG
Oregon Lottery is a supporter of the National Center for Responsible Gaming (NCRG), the
only national organization exclusively devoted to funding research that helps increase
understanding of pathological and youth gambling and find effective methods of treatment.
NCRG’s mission is to help individuals and families affected by gambling disorders by supporting
the finest peer-reviewed, scientific research into pathological and youth gambling; encouraging
the application of new research findings to improve prevention, diagnostic, intervention and
treatment strategies; and advancing public education about responsible gaming.
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Glossary
Business Year (BY)—January through December
Fiscal Year (FY)—Oregon Lottery’s fiscal year is from July 1st to June 30th.
RG—Responsible Gambling (RG) is the provision of gambling services in a way that seeks to minimize the harm to customers and the
community associated with gambling.
PG—Problem gambling (PG) is an impulse to gamble despite harmful negative consequences or a desire to stop.
Pageviews—Per Google a pageview is an instance of a page being loaded or reloaded in a browser. Pageviews is a metric of the total
number of pages viewed.
Traditional Lottery—Lottery products including Scratch-Its, Draw Games (i.e., Powerball) and Keno
Video Lottery—Games conducted through Video Lottery game terminals monitored via central computer system.
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Oregonians count on us to provide funding to state programs they care about.

